Reversible collapse of brushlike macromolecules in ethanol and water vapours as revealed by real-time scanning force microscopy.
Environment-controlled scanning force microscopy allowed us to study adsorption and desorption of single poly(methacrylate)-graft-poly(n-butyl acrylate) brush molecules on mica in real time. The molecules transform reversibly from a two-dimensional, extended wormlike state to a compact globular state. The dynamics of the conformational transition was sufficiently slow in order to allow its observation by scanning force microscope in real time. The reversible transformation is effected by coadsorption of water or ethanol, the latter introduces the collapse. Adsorbing ethanol and water from the vapour atmosphere results in a change of the surface properties of mica, either favouring adsorption or desorption of the graft polymer. When the extended, tightly adsorbed poly(n-butyl acrylate) brush molecules are exposed to ethanol vapour, the macromolecules swell and contract to form compact globules. Exchanging the ethanol vapour to a humid atmosphere caused the molecules to extend again to a wormlike two-dimensional conformation. Coexistence of collapsed and extended strands within the same molecule indicates a single-molecule first-order transition in agreement with observations on Langmuir films previously reported.